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On Feb. 26, Mexico City Mayor Manuel Camacho Solis announced new anti-pollution measures to
remove some of the 4.8 million tons of pollutants spewed into the air every year. Steelworks will
be moved out of the city, buses and trucks will be encouraged to use propane, and all vehicles will
be required to submit to emissions inspections. An experimental program that started Nov. 20 its
main feature being to force people not to drive one day a week had been scheduled to end Feb. 27,
but was extended for at least two months. The period corresponded to the winter season's thermal
inversions. Camacho told reporters that the program was so successful that when city authorities
conducted a series of public opinion polls, 70 to 90% of those questioned said they favored extending
it. While the measure was intended to cut pollution by 23%, the reduction was only about half that.
Camacho announced that the sale of oxygenated gasoline and the substitution of natural gas for fuel
oil in Mexico City's two huge power plants would continue. AP cited unidentified experts who say
that adding the oxygen compound additive to gasoline raises combustion levels and sharply reduces
pollutants, especially in Mexico where emission control devices are not mandatory. The mayor said
the state-run oil company, Petroleos Mexicanos S.A. (PEMEX), will continue providing 109 million
cubic feet of natural gas to replace the 16,000 barrels of fuel oil the capital's two power plants had
burned daily. By next November, when winter begins again, said Camacho, all metal foundries will
be forced to resettle outside the valley under an agreement the city recently negotiated with the
state of Mexico. The rest of the area's industries will be gradually forced to install anti-pollution
devices or move out, he added. Camacho said PEMEX will begin marketing low-cost liquid propane
gas to encourage bus lines and delivery trucks to convert their gasoline engines to the less polluting
fuel. Also for next winter, all taxis, trucks and buses will be forced to undergo periodic emission
control testing. Testing was required only for private automobiles this winter. (Basic data from AP,
02/27/90)
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